Membership Information
What is the NSWGCSA?
The Association is a Fraternal conglomerate of Professional Turf Managers, their assistants and a
wide range of other turf related specialists who have a direct connection with the Golf Course
Industry.
The Association we have today began back in the 1930's when regular gatherings took place
between our Greenkeeping predecessors to discuss and exchange methods and strategies in search
of the higher standards of presentation for their fine turf areas.
The NSWGCSA has grown considerably from those early days, but the objectives have remained the
same. However these days the standards demanded on golf courses have increased dramatically
and the need to communicate with other Turf Professionals has become even more important.
As our membership grows so does the pool of information available to each member; and the more
influence the Association gains in matters that concern the industry and the Golf Superintendent
themselves.
Literature
The NSWGCSA produces 4 comprehensive newsletters per year that provide a vast array of relevant
industry information ranging from legislative updates to technical editorials written by the foremost
leading turf technicians our trade has to offer. Our publication has grown immensely in size and
content and is one of the most sought after newsletters in the industry. The newsletter has a
comprehensive "Around the Traps" segment whereby participating Superintendents provide an
ongoing assessment of activities regarding course maintenance and constructions matters on their
course. The benefit of this shared information is an invaluable tool not only to improve your own
knowledge but used as considerable leverage when evaluating and determining projects of your
own.
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Field Days
The NSWGCSA provides 4 field education forums that provides both practical and technical
information. These forums also provide members the opportunity to embrace new ideas as the
survey methods employed at similar golf courses to their own. The NSWGCSA presents a variety of
topical speakers from both State & National bodies from practical hands on experience through to
the pinnacle turf related academics.
Information
The NSWGCSA provides up to the minute information through its extensive e-mail service provider.
Members are kept abreast of changing legislation, positions vacant, machinery sales, field days,
seminars and various industry movements. The introduction of the e-mail system has revolutionized
and improved the speed and accuracy in which our members receive their information. The
NSWGCSA offers a weekly email called The Monday Brief. You can also like our Facebook Page!
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Merchandise
The NSWGCSA produces many Items of merchandise & Apparel for purchase. With such a vast
range of items from pens to mugs caps to wide brim hats, golf to collared shirts ties to jackets. All
items carry the NSWGCSA logo & are a great purchase of top quality at a sensational price.
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